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ABSTRACT
Member services are a core part of most online systems. For exam-
ple, member services in online social networks and video platforms
make it possible to serve users customized content or track their
footprint for a recommendation. However, there is a dark side to
membership that lurks behind influencer marketing, coupon har-
vesting, and spreading fake news. All these activities rely heavily
on owning masses of fake accounts, and to create new accounts effi-
ciently, malicious registrants use automated registration bots with
anti-human verification services that can easily bypass a website’s
security strategies.

In this paper, we take the first step toward understanding the
underground ecosystem of account registration bots, and in partic-
ular, the anti-human verification services they use. From a compre-
hensive analysis, we determined the three most popular types of
anti-human verification services. We then conducted experiments
on these services from an attacker’s perspective to verify their ef-
fectiveness. The results show that all can easily bypass the security
strategies website providers put in place to prevent fake registra-
tions, such as SMS verification, CAPTCHA and IP monitoring. We
further estimated the market size of the underground registration
ecosystem, placing it at about US $4.8M-128.1 million per year. Our
study demonstrates the urgency with which we to think about
the effectiveness of our registration security strategies and should
prompt us to develop new strategies for better protection.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Software and application security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Member services are a core part of most online systems today. For
example, social networking sites like Facebook and video streaming
platforms generally provide members with customised site expe-
riences, such as video recommendations or ‘you may also know’
friendship feeds. We found that 94% of the top websites listed on
Alexa [1] have such membership systems. But, as is well known,
where there is account registration, there is also network crime.
Collecting welcome coupons and fabricating false ranking data
are profitable activities. Indeed, there is a small group of devious
people known as the Internet Water Army [60] ready to ‘flood’ the
internet with comments for whatever purpose and for whoever is
willing to pay. As reported by Jacqueline Zote [81], online products
have been embracing the power of influencer marketing because it
successfully works to increase awareness of and trust in a brand.
Influencer marketing is where consumers are swayed by the opin-
ions of people we consider to be experts in a field. However, in
this realm, there are those with malicious intent that perpetrate
influencer fraud by creating fake accounts with followers that do
not exist. A team at Mediakix experimentally shows that it is fairly
easy to become a fake Instagram influencer, say, by buying fake
followers [33] among other methods.

However, this demand for fake accounts raises another specter
of crime. Some underground groups, called malicious registrants,
have resorted to automated software to automatically create a bulk
of accounts – automated software we more commonly know as
registration bots. Website providers have taken many measures
to prevent the negative impact of such fake accounts, such as de-
ploying security strategies that involve different kinds of human
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verification methods in the registration procedure. The most popu-
lar ones include SMS verification and CAPTCHA [59]. At the same
time, detecting fake accounts by analyzing the daily activities on
an accounts has also been widely used to prevent malicious regis-
trants [66]. The consequence is that these battles between malicious
registrants and websites has become a long-term war. As reported
by DataDome [17], in 2019, over 2 billion fake accounts were found
on Facebook. This is alarming since Facebook must boast one the
best technical teams on the planet today.

Many researchers and developers have contributed to improving
the security in this area [40, 44]. And, in response, malicious regis-
trants have also entered into a cycle of continuous improvement.
Underground ecosystems have sprung up where malicious regis-
trants play out different roles and develop, test, and trade hacking
technologies. Yet these groups remain relatively obscure to the re-
search community. We lack understanding of the technologies used
from the attacker’s perspective. We lack knowledge of the status
quo in registration bots.

This Work. Hence, with this paper, we have undertaken the
first systematic study of the account registration bot ecosystem,
exploring it from the attacker’s perspective. To understand the
techniques used by these accoutn registration bots more deeply,
we first conducted a preliminary study of the security strategies
used in the registration procedures. Specifically, we assembled the
main human verification methods currently used in Alexa’s top
websites [1] (see Section 2.1). And, further, we also collected some
registration bots from the Internet and analyzed them to find what
security methods they focus on when they try to create accounts
automatically. Our results show that verification methods such
as SMS verification, CAPTCHA, and IP restrictions, are the most
widely used website registration security strategies. Of course, this
also makes them the main targets of the registration bots. With
this “census” of the account registration bot ecosystem complete,
a picture of the main participants and components of the mali-
cious account registration underground ecosystem start to coalesce
(see Section 2.2).

We then conducted an in-depth analysis of the anti-human verifi-
cation services these account registration bots use to bypass human
verification mechanisms. The analysis included top-line elements,
such as whether the mechanisms are effective. However, we also
tried to analyze their workflows and make sense of how they can
amass their enormous resources such as phone numbers and IP
addresses (see Section 3). Our next step was to conduct an ex-
periment to evaluate the scale and effectiveness of these services.
We collected resources, such as phone numbers and IP addresses,
and used them on some real-world websites just like an actual at-
tacker does (see Section 4). With the data collected, we further
took the opportunity to estimate the impact of the malicious regis-
tration industry driven by account registration bots. This included
estimates of how many resources provided by these services have
been used to create fake accounts and the total market size of this
underground ecosystem (see Section 5).

Our results provide a novel impression of the landscape of the
account registration bots ecosystem and reveal some unexpected
yet interesting observations:

• Manywebsites use similar verificationmethods in the
account registration process. By analyzing the websites
in Alexa’s top list, we found that some similar human veri-
fication methods are used by many websites, such as SMS,
CAPTCHA, and IP restrictions, which means the malicious
registrants can expend less effort effectively bypassing the
same methods on different websites.

• The malicious registration ecosystem involves many
elements. Its scale is vast and its resources abundant. It
includes malicious registrants, registration bot developers,
account sellers and various kinds of anti-human verification
services, each of which tends to comprise many components.

• Most humanverificationmethods are not effective.Our
results suggest that the most prevalent human verification
methods, including SMS, CAPTCHA, and IP restrictions, can
be successfully bypassed by anti-human verification services.
This means that most registration procedures do not stop
account registration bots.

• The scale and impact of the underground registration
ecosystem is enormous. Using the data collected from our
experiments with human verification services, we evaluated
the impact and market size of the malicious registration
ecosystem. Our estimates suggest that the number of fake
accounts created by this ecosystem is vast, and that the Inter-
net is deeply influenced by these network crimes. Moreover,
the market size of this ecosystem conservatively ranges from
US $4.8-128.1 million each year.

Our datasets used in this work and the tools we identified are
available at https://mobile-app-research.tech.

2 PRELIMINARY STUDY
In this section, we provide the necessary background information
to account registration bots, including the status quo of human
verification in account registration in the wild (see Section 2.1)
and the key players in the ecosystem (see Section 2.2).

2.1 Human Verification in Registration
2.1.1 Preliminary Study. To prevent account registration bots, web-
site owners implement many different methods [17]. The most
common ones add a human verification step into the registration
procedures to ensure that the account is indeed (hopefully) being
created by a human. While we know some common techniques like
email and SMS verification or CAPTCHA, the full gamut of human
verification strategies being used today is somewhat unclear. To bet-
ter understand this landscape, and the corresponding ecosystem of
underground registration bots designed to thwart these prevention
mechanisms, we need a systematic review. Only with this will we
form a comprehensive picture of the security strategies in play, the
primary targets for registration bots, and the malicious registrant
ecosystem overall. Hence, we conducted an exploratory study of
the current practices in human verification strategies. By manually
examining a set of 200 popular websites – Alexa’s top websites 1 –
we identified and summarized the verification strategies used. The
results follow in the next section.
1The Alexa Top website list [1] is a collection of websites with top influence based on
network traffic. The list of 200 websites can be found in our dataset.
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Table 1: Human verification methods used by top websites.

Restriction methods Number of websites Description. Sample

SMS 84 Users need to provide an SMS verification code sent by the website. www.baidu.com
Text CAPTCHA 46 Users need to enter the text shown in a picture. www.360.cn

Google reCAPTCHA 22 Google reCAPTCHA is a human verification component developed by Google includes click puzzle,
smart click and invisible CAPTCHA. reddit.com

Sliding puzzle 15 Users need to drag a piece of the picture to complete the puzzle. www.jd.com
Slider 12 Users need to drag a square from left to right. www.taobao.com
Click puzzle 9 Users need to click on different parts of the picture in order according to the instructions. www.yy.com
Third party account 8 Users need to log in with an account on a third-party website. www.v2ex.com
Smart click 4 Users need to click a button. www.babytree.com
Phone voice 3 Users need to answer the call and provide the text heard to the website. mail.ru

Funcaptcha 2 Funcaptcha developed by Arkose Labs provides human authentication components such as invisible CAPTCHA
and rotating puzzle CAPTCHA, requiring users to rotate a picture to the correct direction. roblox.com

2.1.2 Human Verification Strategies in the Wild. The verification
strategies used on our selected popular sites are summarized in
Table 1.

Verification Methods. We identified 10 different kinds of veri-
fication methods from these 200 top websites, as shown in Table 1.
SMS and various forms of CAPTCHA are the most widely used. Due
to the privacy of mobile phone numbers, an SMS verification code
is the most common. As for CAPTCHA, this tool, born for human
verification, now has a rich array of types, such as inputting the
letters in a picture or clicking to solve a puzzle. Furthermore, there
are now a host of third-party CAPTCHA components such as Fun-
captcha, developed by Arkose Labs [3] and Google reCAPTCHA.
A few websites use some more unique methods like charging a
registration fee.

Verification Strategies. A good user experience and service
security both are critical for website operators. As a result, a bal-
ance between the two is vital when combining several verification
methods into one registration security strategy (e.g. a combina-
tion of SMS verification and text CAPTCHA). In our research, we
found that the verification strategies of most websites comprise no
more than two kinds of methods. The most common strategy is a
combination of SMS verification and CAPTCHA. Some shopping
websites use three methods, including two kinds of CAPTCHA
simultaneously.

2.2 The Ecosystem of Registration Bots
2.2.1 Preliminary Study. To the best of our knowledge, online
account registration bots have not yet been systematically studied,
and our community lacks an understanding of the ecosystem in
which they operate. To this end, we first conducted a preliminary
study towards understanding the key players and the workflow of
registration bots. Specifically, we searched for available registration
bots from the Internet and our collaborating anti-virus company.
From this exercise, we harvested 100 automated registration tools
(the registration bots). Figure 1 shows an example of one account
registration tool.

Then we manually looked into their workflows and analyzed the
services they used. Interestingly, all of the tools have three kinds of
anti-human verification services embedded within them, including
two that can bypass the human verification methods used by most
websites: an SMS receiving service that can bypass SMS verification,
and a CAPTCHA recognition service to bypass CAPTCHA verifica-
tion. We also noticed a third embedded service, an IP proxy service,

Figure 1: An example of automatic account registration
tools.

which is used to bypass IP restrictions. Although it is not easy for
users to directly see, almost all the registration tools use a proxy
service. So, we regarded these as a third anti-human verification
service to add to our research objectives.

2.2.2 Key Players in the Ecosystem. With this observation as the
starting point, we manually traced these services and the users/de-
velopers involved to form a fuller picture of the ecosystem. Figure 2
shows the overall ecosystem of account registration bots. The major
players in the ecosystem are introduced next.

(1) Malicious Registrants. As shown in Figure 2, some tech-
nical groups known as malicious account registrants are the core
operators of the whole underground registration ecosystem. These
players are connected to every other role. With automatic registra-
tion tools integrated with anti-human verification services, they
can create accounts and sell them to account sellers.

Some malicious registrants have development teams that can
customize a registration tools according to their own needs. Further,
they can continually improve them by tracing any upgrades to
a website’s security strategies. These customized tools are more
flexible, bypassing some special registration protection, such as
complex JavaScript and back-end interactions.

Other registrants can only use registration tools developed by
tool developers. So their targets heavily depend on the tools they
can obtain, or can afford to pay for.
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Figure 2: The ecosystem of malicious registration

(2) Anti-human Verification Services. Anti-human verifica-
tion services provide a range of methods for bypassing the verifi-
cation mechanisms websites put in place to ensure “I am a not a
robot.” As part of this study, we found the most popular services
used by registration bots were SMS receiving services to bypass SMS
verification, CAPTCHA recognizing services to solve CAPTCHAs,
and IP proxy services to bypass IP restrictions. Additionally, these
services are usually constantly updated to ensuring they keep pace
with the latest security measures.

(3) Tools Developers. To provide registration tools for mali-
cious registrants, tool developers analyze the registration procedure
and develop a tool integrated with anti-human verification services,
that targets a particular website. They earn money from selling
their tools but they also get share bonuses from the anti-human
verification services they build-in with a personal channel ID.

(4) Account Sellers. account sellers sell website accounts through
various channels such as the dark web, social networks, and under-
ground online trading platforms. The sale price of an account often
relates to the website’s influence, the scale of the account, and the
ease of registration. Additionally, ongoing fake account activity is
sometimes needed to bypass fake account detection and keep the
account available.

3 DEMYSTIFYING ANTI-HUMAN
VERIFICATION SERVICES

In this section, we detail the three primary services used by regis-
tration bots to bypass human verification methods. These are: the
SMS receiving service; the CAPTCHA recognition service; and the
IP proxy service, as shown in Figure 3.

SMS Receiving Service Platform

SIM Card 

Supplier
Device

AI Labor

Target Website

SMS Receiving Service CAPTCHA Recognizing Service Proxy Service

CAPTCHA Recognizing Platform 

ADSL VPS

Proxy Service Platform

Proxy Server

SIM Cards

Automatic Register Tools

Figure 3: Services that bypass registration restrictions

3.1 SMS Receiving Service
3.1.1 Overview of SMS Receiving Services. SMS receiving services
can bypass SMS verification, widely used by many websites. Gen-
erally, to create an account, a human user must provide one mobile
phone number not already registered with the site. On this number,
they receive an SMS code containing digits or letters. To bypass this
verification step, the SMS receiving service will provide a mobile
phone number for receiving SMS codes.

How can they collect so many mobile numbers? Generally,
SMS receiving services do not own any SIM cards. Instead, the SIM
card supplier are the actual owners of mobile phones. Collecting
and owning numerous mobile phone numbers is very difficult, es-
pecially in some countries like China where there is a mobile phone
identification policy. So, instead, they collect SIM cards through var-
ious channels, such as buying from low-income people, recycling
mobile phone numbers that are about to be abandoned, and even
buying them from the black market. To operate all these SIM cards
simultaneously, they use a particular modem pool device, that has
dozens of slots for cards. This makes it possible to send or receive
text messages with these SIM cards. SIM card suppliers connect
their devices to a dedicated piece of client software provided by an
SMS receiving platform. With this, their SIM cards automatically
bring in dollars.

3.1.2 The Workflow of an SMS Receiving Service. Acquiring phone
numbers for an SMS receiving service is largely based on a stan-
dard workflow, as shown in Figure 4. The SMS receiving platform
provides users with various API interfaces, such as HTTP API and
an Android APP. The workflow of different platforms is similar.

The Reuse of Mobile Numbers. For even more financial gain,
the SMS receiving service will reuse their phone numbers on dif-
ferent websites. For example, user A and user B can use the same
phone number to receive SMS codes from websites A and B simulta-
neously. For this reason, users must select a target website (called a
project), before receiving an SMS code. SMS receiving platforms use
text message templates to distinguish text messages from different
websites because every website sends its verification SMS in a fixed
format. A typical platform has thousands of projects to choose from,
and users can also submit new ones on an as needs basis.

The Workflow of SMS Receiving Services. The workflow of
an SMS receiving services. To receive an SMS code with an SMS
receiving service: ❶ the user needs to obtain a list of projects and
choose their target website. ❷ The receiving service then allocates
a phone number, ❸ which the user submits to the target website.
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Figure 4: The workflow of SMS receiving services

❹ The website then sends an SMS code to the phone number, and
❺ the platform transfers it to the user and charges for this service.
Lastly, ❻ the user submits the obtained SMS verification code to
the target website and completes the account creation.

3.2 CAPTCHA Recognition Service
3.2.1 Overview of CAPTCHA. CAPTCHA is designed to distin-
guish humans from programs. With a long history of develop-
ment, there are now many forms of CAPTCHA [43], including
text-based CAPTCHA [11], image-based CAPTCHA [57], game-
based CAPTCHA [67] and others [28]. For the purposes of studying
these services, we have divided them into three main types: text
CAPTCHA, interactive CAPTCHA, and Non-sense CAPTCHA, the
former two are shown in Figure 5.

(a) text CAPTCHA

(b) interactive CAPTCHA

Figure 5: CAPTCHAs

Text CAPTCHA. Text CAPTCHA is the most convenient and
straightforward CAPTCHA. A picture containing several digits,
letters or a simple math problem is displayed to the user and they
type what they see or the calculation result into a box. Pictures
with wavy, ghostly, distorted letters are used to strengthen the
security of text CAPTCHA. Nevertheless, these pictures are also
problematic for users to recognize, which can lead to a frustrating
user experience. Researchers are now trying to generate new text
CAPTCHAs with machine learning techniques to avoid these im-
perfections [40, 44]. However, very few of them have been deployed
in practical applications as of yet.

Interactive CAPTCHA. Interactive CAPTCHA is a newer type
of CAPTCHA, which has been designed to improve usability and

security at the same time. For the convenience of research, we
designated all CAPTCHAs that require user interaction other than
typing letters as interactive CAPTCHAs. This includes sliding puz-
zles, and sliders, click puzzles, and intelligent click, etc. Interactive
CAPTCHAs generally rely on fairly complex technology that re-
quires running JavaScripts on the browser and verifying behavior
on a server. This feature makes interactive CAPTCHAs a more
complicated tool to deploy. As a result, most websites can only
use interactive CAPTCHA services provided by third parties (e.g.,
GeeTest [23] and Google [25]).

Non-sense CAPTCHA. To further improve user experience, a
new kind of CAPTCHA called a non-sense CAPTCHA has been
developed (e.g. Google reCAPTCHA v3 invisible [25]) that does
not require the user to take any deliberate actions. Instead, the
CAPTCHA module tracks the user’s mouse trajectories and brows-
ing behavior on the page and detect bots through complex algo-
rithms and models. However, due to the complexity of the human
verification algorithm, only a few select service providers, such as
Google [25] use non-sense CAPTCHA.

❶ Generate CAPTCHA puzzle❷ Transfer puzzle

❸ Get answer ❹ Submit answer

Malicious RegistrantsCAPTCHA Recognizing Service Target Website

Figure 6: The workflow of CAPTCHA recognition services

3.2.2 Workflow of a CAPTCHA Recognition Service. How can a
CAPTCHA be bypassed? It may come as a surprise to learn that
a CAPTCHA recognition service can solve a CAPTCHA puzzle
They can even solve non-sense CAPTCHA tasks, where no puzzle
is even displayed. According to the information provided by one
CAPTCHA recognition service and some previous studies [8][7],
most simple text CAPTCHAs are solved with a machine learning
model. As a result, text CAPTCHAs are relatively quick and cheap
to bypass. As for the other types of CAPTCHAs, which are too
challenging for the machines to solve, the services resort to human
labor. The last one is the non-sense CAPTCHA. Because there is
no apparent interaction with users directly, CAPTCHA recognition
services have to use different methods to bypass them, and we are
not privy to the technical details of how this is done. However, based
on the workflow we traced, we infer that they can crack the data
collection algorithm in running a web browser and fake the same
false data by machine learning or by collecting similar data from
one or several manual registration attempts. Additionally, although
the technical difficulty of cracking an interactive CAPTCHA or non-
sense CAPTCHA is enormous, there are not many suppliers that
can bypass CAPTCHA recognition services. And the few there are
focus on cracking one or more of several widely used third-party
interactive CAPTCHA services like Google reCAPTCHA [25].

The Workflow of CAPTCHA Recognition Services. One
way to think about a CAPTCHA recognition service is that it is
preparing answers for automatic registration bots, such that their
workflow is like a man-in-the-middle attack [61]. As shown in Fig 6,
❶ the bots are run by malicious registrants who observe the puzzle
(e.g., a picture in text CAPTCHA, an interactive CAPTCHA or some
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network request for data in a non-sense CAPTCHA), and then ❷

transfer it to the CAPTCHA recognition service. The service solves
the problem either with a machine or manually with human labor,
and ❸ sends the answer to the bot. Lastly, ❹ the bot sends the
answer to the website to finish the registration.

Notably, the formats of the puzzles and the answers needed to
solve different CAPTCHAs are diverse. The most simple is the text
CAPTCHA, the puzzle is a picture, and the answer is the letters or
digits included in it. For an interactive CAPTCHA, it is a little more
complicated. The question is a picture in general. Nevertheless, the
format of an answer, which is an action command, depends on the
CAPTCHA type. For example, the solution to a click puzzle might
be a series of click position coordinates. For a sliding puzzle, the
solution might be a drag distance. To solve the puzzle, the bot has to
emulate those actions. As for a non-sense CAPTCHA, a solution at
the JavaScript code level is essential for the bot. It needs to capture
the parameters in a web browser as a puzzle, send those parameters
to the service, and receive some data as an answer. With these
data, the bot can build a network request to finish the registration.
Additionally, the level of detail in the task of “behaving like a human
while registering” is immense for non-sense CAPTCHAs, which
means there is no standard resolution for all non-sense CAPTCHA.

3.3 Proxy Service
3.3.1 Overview of Proxy Service. Limiting access to a website based
on one’s IP address is a traditional technique, which is widely
used by many websites and even some cloud services (e.g., Cloud-
flare [14], Google Cloud [26]). The main purposes of IP restrictions
are to defend against DDOS attacks and to optimize the availabil-
ity of services. According to our analysis of registration tools, we
can infer that registration is also under an IP restriction. It is a
barrier for malicious registrants to create a bulk of new accounts
used by standard Internet access services for homes or businesses,
which usually provides fewer IP addresses. Proxy services solve
this problem by supporting a great many available IP addresses
and forging IP addresses for each registration. In fact, due to IP
restrictions, automatic registration bots are not the only users of IP
proxy services; some illegal internet spiders also use them.

How can they get a mass of IP addresses? According to our
investigation, IP proxy services use ADSL [58] network access
services, which provide a different IP address for every dial. Al-
ternatively, a cheap VPS [65] can be used, which has a static IP
address for each VPS. Once these resources have been amassed, an
IP proxy service can provide many IP addresses of different qualities
and features. A proxy address’s lifetime and anonymity are its two
most important features. Lifetime refers to the period the address is
available for. This can range from several minutes to several days.
Anonymity means a server cannot detect a request under an IP
proxy by checking some HTTP protocol header fields, such as RE-
MOTE_ADDR, HTTP_VIA, HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR. A proxy
server program such as Squid [46] use these fields to show the
HTTP requests are transferred via a proxy server. In fact, without
specific configures, Squid will set HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR as
the client’s actual IP address when it forwards an HTTP request.

3.3.2 The Workflow of Proxy Services. Thanks to the modern net-
work libraries in every programming language, developers can use

❸ Access target website via the 

proxy server

❶ Apply for a proxy

❷ Get a proxy server

Malicious Registrants Target WebsiteProxy Service
Proxy Server

Figure 7: The workflow of proxy services

IP proxy addresses easily by drawing on either built-in libraries or
third-party libraries, such as sockets in Python or Boost.Asio [5]
for C++ requests. As a result, the workflow of proxy service is quite
straightforward. As shown in Fig 7, when a registration bot needs
to access the target website via a proxy server, the first step is to: ❶
apply for an available server from the IP proxy service. ❷ Then the
service allocates an IP proxy server to the bot and sends the result,
generally containing the proxy server’s IP address, network port,
and protocol. Lastly, ❸ the bot accesses the target website via the
given proxy server. In addition, many proxy services also provide a
kind of VPS with an ADSL dialling client program. Users can use
these VPS as ordinary and use the dialling client program to restart
their network connections and get a new IP address. But some
work [76] proposed methods that can detect malicious registrations
under the same local network.

4 MEASUREMENT OF ANTI-HUMAN
VERIFICATION SERVICES

4.1 Research Questions
Our study aim to answer the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1 How many SMS receiving services are there in the wild and

how many mobile phone numbers can be abused for spam
account registration?

RQ2 Can existing CAPTCHA recognition services successfully
bypass the diverse verification mechanisms implemented by
popular websites?

RQ3 Can an IP proxy service provide enough services to efficiently
fulfill the needs of large-scale account registrations?

RQ4 Can these anti-human verification services be used together
for automatic account registration to the popular websites?

To answer these research questions, we undertook a series of
experiments to measure the effects of the three most commonly
used anti-human verification services on a real-world dataset of
websites. We further tried to use these services on real-world web-
sites to confirm if they were able to bypass the security strategies
of websites and actually register new accounts.

4.2 SMS Receiving Service
4.2.1 Data Collection. To collate as many SMS receiving services
as possible, we searched for and collected 26 SMS receiving services
from a search engine and a webpage collection of services located
at www.aimazu.com.

To understand how many phone numbers these SMS receiving
services provide, we developed a mobile number crawler based
on the service’s workflow that automatically and continuously
retrieved mobile phone numbers from an SMS receiving platform.
The crawler takes phone numbers like a regular user but releases
them immediately after they are taken. And because no SMSs are
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either sent or received in that time, the platform does not charge
any money. That said, there are a couple of that charge a fee for
requesting too many mobile phone numbers without receiving any
SMSs. With this method, we crawled these 26 platforms for 31 days
and in return, retrieved a total of 1.6 billion pieces of data, including
over 8.6 million different phone numbers.

Table 2: The phone numbers of SMS receiving services

ID Domain
#AVG daily active
phone numbers

#AVG daily new
phone numbers

#AVG
lifetime (days)

1 51ym.me 1,451,529 61,540 15.93
2 mangopt.com 951,641 11,271 16.01
3 cherryun.com 220,676 9,557 15.54
4 haima668.com 28,208 2,487 13.9
5 baiwanma.com 77,838 2,918 13.73
6 w6888.cn 25,746 3,890 15.57
7 yika66.com 77,864 2,003 24.42
8 yzm7.com 27,010 907 13.58
9 fxhyd.cn 1,451,601 61,931 16.26
10 js-yzm.com 24,704 6,799 7.36
11 shou-ma.com 77,844 3,175 13.57
12 51zggj.com 223,934 19,579 11.06
13 fxyzm.cn 18,507 3,497 7.3
14 yiyun66.com 15,247 3,424 7.82
15 517orange.com 139,917 7,067 16.38
16 ximahuang.com 244,441 21,400 12.8
17 api.ctep.cn 283,102 26,598 8.28
18 zxjmpt.com 12,408 2,794 13.46
19 66yzm.com 629,141 21,404 14.82
20 xinheyz.com 1,453,282 20,352 16.96
21 47.244.115.89 6,351 101 4.71
22 120.78.91.0 3,476 1,144 10.89
23 kmiyz.com 12,760 5,452 10.79
24 mili18.com 28,384 7,925 12.11
25 20982098.com 51,554 1,340 10.36
26 web.166idc.com 47,278 1,281 12.61

4.2.2 The Measurement of SMS Receiving Services. We analyzed
these phone numbers from three perspectives for each SMS receiv-
ing service: daily active phone numbers, daily new phone numbers
and the average lifetime of phone numbers, as shown in Table 2.

Daily Active Phone Numbers. The number of active phone
numbers provided by an SMS receiving service is the most critical
technical specification. Defined as the number of phone numbers
crawled daily, daily active phone numbers directly relates to how
many users the platform can serve and whether it can sustainably
provide services. This is also the most important indicator for eval-
uating the size of an SMS receiving platform. According to the daily
active phone numbers, these services can be roughly divided into
three sizes: large, medium, and small. Larger services have the most
mobile phone numbers, and they can provide users with hundreds
of thousands of phone numbers every day. Medium-sized platforms
can provide tens of thousands every day. As for the small-scale
ones, they can only provide about 10,000 or fewer phone numbers
per day. Furthermore, we also noticed that the number of phone
numbers provided by each service is generally stable. The amount
changes by no more than 10% per day.

Daily New Phone Numbers. Generally, most websites have a
restriction that users can only create one account with one valid
phone number. Due to such restrictions, if malicious users want to
create many accounts, they must use a massive number of different

phone numbers. For this reason, the number of phone numbers
provided by an SMS receiving services is extensive, and they need
to add new phone numbers continually. After many users use these
numbers to register accounts, it can be challenging for users to find
an unused phone number with which to create a new account. Our
data show a correlation between the daily new phone numbers and
daily active phone numbers on each service. Services with more
active phone numbers per day also have more new phone numbers.
We also noticed that the number of daily new phone numbers on
each SMS receiving service was relatively stable, just like the daily
active phone numbers.

The Lifetime of Phone Numbers.Although many new phone
numbers are a valuable resource for a malicious registrant, if these
phone numbers can only be used once, they are unlikely to help
successfully bypass a website’s verification system. This is because
after creating a new account, they generally need to perform more
operations, such as activating the account or getting their welcome
coupon. For this reason, it is essential that the SMS verification
process can use the same phone number several times. Indeed,
almost every SMS receiving service provides an API to request a
specific phone number when it is still available in this platform.
To study the exact period the phone numbers provided by these
services are available for, we defined the period from the first day
to the last day of a phone number appearing in our records as its
lifetime. Our result shows that the lifetime of most phone numbers
is around 10-15 days. Only a few of them had a lifetime of more
than 15 days or less than ten days.

Answer to RQ1: We identified over 8.6 million different phone
numbers from 26 SMS receiving services over a period of 31 days.
Our experimental analyses reveal that (1) There are very many
SMS receiving services in the wild. (2) These SMS receiving ser-
vices hold a mass of active phone numbers, some with hundreds
of thousands of phone numbers. (3) These services add tens of
thousands of new phone numbers daily. (4) These phone numbers
have a lifetime of about 10-15 days to allow for multiple uses.

4.3 CAPTCHA Recognition Services
To analyze the features of CAPTCHA recognition services, we
conducted different experiments on text CAPTCHA and interactive
CAPTCHA given their workflows are different.

Text CAPTCHA. Although they can be bypassed effortlessly
by machine learning models, many websites choose text CAPTCHA
as their account verification system. Typically, most CAPTCHA
recognition services can identify the text quickly and solve the
problem accurately. However, depending on the CAPTCHA settings,
occasionally the task can be very challenging, not only for the
machines but also for humans. To evaluate the effectiveness of
CAPTCHA recognition services with text CAPTCHA, we collected
100 CAPTCHA pictures from each of the 32 websites using text
CAPTCHA in our sample.We then used five CAPTCHA recognition
services to recognize these 3,200 CAPTCHA pictures and manually
checked the accuracy of the results. As shown in Table 3, from a
total of 160 test cases (one website and one CAPTCHA recognition
service), more than 93% cases had an accuracy rate of higher than
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Table 3: The recognizing accuracy of five CAPTCHA recog-
nition services in the real world

Target Websites chaojiying yundama chaorendama fateadm jsdati

360.cn 94% 94% 91% 94% 78%
sina.com.cn 85% 91% 84% 88% 92%
alipay.com 89% 88% 86% 91% 85%
tianya.cn 84% 89% 86% 85% 95%

huanqiu.com 91% 94% 97% 98% 95%
caijing.com.cn 95% 92% 100% 93% 100%
jrj.com.cn 73% 91% 27% 86% 99%
baike.com 67% 80% 77% 85% 78%
cdstm.cn 100% 100% 98% 99% 98%
163.com 82% 90% 85% 94% 40%

jiameng.com 36% 70% 72% 81% 0%
scol.com.cn 75% 64% 55% 69% 79%

chinadaily.com.cn 96% 89% 87% 92% 90%
sonhoo.com 51% 55% 46% 37% 48%
zol.com.cn 78% 83% 78% 86% 74%
bzw315.com 94% 91% 94% 96% 95%
91jm.com 99% 91% 99% 99% 100%
efu.com.cn 83% 85% 79% 85% 72%
zhiding.cn 89% 94% 86% 94% 92%
focus.cn 71% 63% 66% 67% 43%

gusuwang.com 84% 63% 75% 89% 78%
haofang.net 93% 88% 92% 99% 94%
photofans.cn 93% 95% 95% 99% 96%
ceconline.com 100% 99% 98% 96% 96%
gamersky.com 75% 87% 93% 85% 50%
ibicn.com 65% 86% 86% 92% 87%
cpic.com.cn 98% 97% 97% 96% 98%
cnki.net 90% 83% 89% 90% 83%

weibo.com 91% 95% 99% 94% 96%
Apple.com 94% 96% 93% 87% 77%

Tribunnews.com 93% 94% 98% 94% 98%
Wikipedia.org 64% 59% 10% 38% 67%

50%, only 10 cases were under 50%, labelled in red. This result
suggests that the automatic registration bots were able to bypass
real-world text CAPTCHAs by calling the service no more than
twice in most cases.

Interactive CAPTCHA andNon-sense CAPTCHA. Because
most interactive and non-sense CAPTCHA cannot be solved by a
machine, breaking these verification methods commands a higher
price by CAPTCHA recognition services. Here, the complicated
test procedures and arduousness of checking the results meant that
we did not test all the websites. Instead, we selected five websites
and used the CAPTCHA recognition service to solve them on one
CAPTCHA recognition service that was able to solve all types, in-
cluding click puzzles, slide puzzles, and non-sense CAPTCHAs. We
found that they all be solved successfully and with higher accuracy
(more than 96% on average) than text CAPTCHA. To be specific,
we first obtained 100 CAPTCHA pictures from each website, except
the non-sense CAPTCHA, which do not have any displayed puzzles.
Then we sent them to the CAPTCHA recognition service. Unlike
the text CAPTCHA, we got some coordinates as feedback, and we
printed them in these pictures, making it easier for us to check
the result manually. Next, we checked these results one by one,
in the same way as we did with the text CAPTCHA. As for the
nonsense CAPTCHA, we chose two websites that deploy Google
reCAPTCHA and tested them 100 times. By watching the server’s

return value when we submitted the answer, we were able to check
whether verification had been bypassed successfully.

Answer to RQ2: In most popular websites, the CAPTCHA
recognition service can bypass the diverse CAPTCHA verification
mechanisms, including text CAPTCHA, interactive CAPTCHA
and non-sense CAPTCHA. For text CAPTCHAs, our results sug-
gest that, in more than 93% of cases, the accuracy rate was
higher than 50%. This means the automatic registration bots
could usually bypass the text CAPTCHA by calling the service
no more than twice. The interactive and non-sense CAPTCHAs
(e.g., Google reCAPTCHA and hCAPTCHA) can be bypassed
easily (with more than 96% accuracy) but having the service do
so costs more money than bypassing a text CAPTCHA.

4.4 Proxy Service
4.4.1 Data Collection. To gather IP proxy services, we searched
for them using a search engine and, because proxy services are
legal in almost every country, it was easy to find them. We selected
five proxy services and experimented with them to analyze the
validity and repetition rate of the IP addresses they provided. Since
different IP proxy services have different limits on the number of
IP addresses one user can use per day, the number of IP addresses
we obtained was different for each provider and depended on their
service limits. Every proxy service has different service plans for
users; we chose the one-day plan from each one.

When collecting data, we tried to gather as many IP addresses as
possible. First, we recorded every IP address and used a GeoIP [32]
transform service to get the country and region of these IP ad-
dresses. Next, with these IP addresses, we accessed some websites
(e.g. Google.com) to confirm their availability. Further, we deployed
an echo web application that displayed the client’s IP address and
the HTTP header fields recorded by the server on a cloud server to
check their anonymity.

Table 4: Analysis result of IP proxy services

Platform IP Count %Repetition %Availability Anonymity

xdaili.cn 1600 15% 98% Y
moguproxy.com 36000 10% 98% Y
kuaidaili.com 2370 0 98% Y
zhimaruanjian.com 1075 0 97% Y
daxiangdaili.com 34000 32% 92% Y

4.4.2 The Measurement of Proxy Services. The results shown in
Table 4 display the count, repetition rate, availability rate, and
anonymity of IP addresses provided by each IP proxy service.

IP Count. The number of IP addresses a proxy service is able to
provide is most important for a malicious registrant. In our research,
the IP proxy services can be divided into two levels according to the
number of IP addresses: small and large. Large proxy services can
provide tens of thousands of IP addresses per day, while the small
ones can only provide addresses in the low thousands. We believe
that a registration bot is unlikely to use more than a few thousand IP
addresses in one day, considering how long a registration procedure
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takes. Additionally, users will generally not be banned for creating
accounts simultaneously, and the websites may not strictly limit the
IP addresses like phone numbers because of how many people in a
business or household the share one network IP address through a
NAT [63].

IP Repetition Rate. To validate the effectiveness of IP proxy
services, we also studied the the repetition of IPs. Even though so
many IP addresses are provided, some of them are repeated. We
recorded every IP address we obtained and noticed that some proxy
services might have a repetition rate of about 10%-15%, even 32% in
one service. However, even though some IP addresses were repeats,
we believe there were still enough to satisfy the needs of malicious
registrants.

IP Availability Rate. Most of the IP addresses we obtained are
available. All services we chose had an availability rate of more
than 90%, and most of them sat at more than 95%. This suggests that
these services would work well for accessing real-world websites.

Support Anonymous. By recording the HTTP Headers via
our echo web application, we can confirm that all addresses had
anonymity and supported anonymous proxies, which means the
target websites could not access the real client IPs and would not
even know the user was using a proxy IP address.

Answer to RQ3: The proxy services can provide many avail-
able IP addresses for users, from thousands to tens of thousands
per day. Most of these proxy IP addresses have high availability
and low repetition. With their anonymity, these IP addresses
can be used efficiently for malicious registrants to bypass IP
restrictions and create new accounts.

4.5 Automated Registration Test in Real World
Websites

To further verify the availability of these anti-human verification
services, we tested them in the same way as a malicious registration
bot, which means we used them together and tried to develop an
automatic registration tool. We used a headless browser with a
Python script to keep the workload under control, and incorporated
an SMS receiving service, a CAPTCHA recognition service, and an
IP proxy service into the application. We then selected five websites
(i.e. taobao.com, bilibili.com, zhihu.com, weibo.com, github.com)
with different CAPTCHA types from the Alexa Top 100 website [1]
to conduct this experiment. Our simple register bots worked well
with these services, similar to the automatic registration tools we
obtained from the Internet. Furthermore, we also noticed more
restrictions than we imagined when running our bots. For example,
some websites had strict limitations surrounding phone numbers.
Phone numbers from some virtual mobile network operators [62]
required more verification than simply receiving an SMS code; an
SMS code had to be sent back to them. This meant we needed to
choose from the available numbers by filtering through the APIs to
bypass these required. Also note that, due to ethical considerations,
we have not made the source codes of these tools we used available.

Answer to RQ4: Our experiments show that creating new ac-
counts on websites can be automated simply by combining these
anti-human verification services. Although sometimes more than
one attempt was needed to recognize a CAPTCHA or receive an
SMS, the anti-human verification tools we assembled worked
relatively well on all the websites we tested.

5 CHARACTERIZING THE IMPACT
With the data collected from the anti-human verification services,
we further attempted to characterize the impact of account regis-
tration bots by answering the following research questions (RQs):
RQ5 Which websites are their targets and howmany bot accounts

are created?
RQ6 Can we estimate the overall market size of this underground

ecosystem in economic terms?
To answer these two RQs, we conducted two experiments with

our datasets to reveal the target websites and the economic market
size of the underground registration ecosystem.

5.1 Estimating the Number of Registered
Accounts

To assess the real impact of the underground account registration
ecosystem on real-world websites, we selected 10,000 mobile phone
numbers from the SMS receiving services to check whether they
had been used to create accounts on websites. Specifically, we use
the forgot password services provided by websites to check if a
phone number had been registered. However, these websites also
have security policies for this service, such as CAPTCHA or IP
restrictions to combine tools so as to automate this process as
we did with the last series of experiments. With the CAPTCHA
recognition services and proxy services, we were able to complete
our tests on four websites. The results shown in Table 5 suggests
that as many as 20%-40% of the phone numbers had been used to
create accounts, which suggests an absolutely huge number of bot
accounts are active on a range of websites.

Table 5: The number of registered accounts

Websites Type
Registered
accounts Percentage

baidu.com Search engine and SNS 2012 20.12%
sina.cn News and SNS 1804 18.04%
yylive.cn Live online 3778 37.78%
zhihu.com Q&A website 2725 27.25%

Answer to RQ5: Our result reveals that all types of websites
are the targets of registration bots. Moreover, about 20%-40%
mobile phone numbers we collected from SMS receiving services
has been used to create new accounts. Considering the large
number of mobile phone numbers provided by these services,
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that is no doubt there are a great many malicious accounts on
these websites.

5.2 Market Size Estimation

Table 6: The market size of the underground ecosystem

Average price of
anti-human services Lowest Price Highest Price

SMS Receiving Service $0.015 $0.15
CAPTCHA recognition Service $0.0015 $0.30
IP Proxy Service $0.00074 $0.00296
Total cost per registration $0.01724 $0.45296

Daily new phone numbers 310,000

Number of registered accounts
per mobile number 2.5

Daily market size $13,361.00 $351,044.00
Yearly market size $4,876,765.00 $128,131,060.00

We next focused on the market size of the malicious registra-
tion ecosystem, as shown in Table 6. The market size is calculated
based on the unit price of each registration and the number of
registrations.

The Average Price of Anti-human Services. First, we inves-
tigate the price arrangements for these anti-human services. Con-
sidering the costs are diverse, we recorded the lowest and highest
prices found for each service. We then assumed that the bots were
able to create an account with only one request for each service.
Adding these together gave us the cost per registration.

Daily NewPhoneNumber.We used the daily new phone num-
bers as the base number for the calculations.

Number of Registered Accounts per Phone Number. To
evaluate how many accounts have been registered to one phone
number, we used a mobile app developed by Tencent called Mobile
Manager. This app can detect whether a phone number has been
used on any one of 60 websites. One needs to pass SMS verification
to use these services, so we obtained 100 phone numbers from
an SMS receiving service. As a result, we found that each phone
number had been used to register 2.5 accounts on average.

Economic Market Size. Based on these assumptions and data,
we can estimate the market size of the underground registration
ecosystem bymultiplying the cost per registration, daily new phone
numbers and the number of created accounts per phone number.
The daily market size of the underground registration ecosystem
should be between 13K-351K USD and about 4.8M-128.1M per year.
We acknowledge that our underlying assumptions are simple, and
limited by many factors including a lack of real-world accuracy
in CAPTCHA service requests and other inputs, the regional bias
of our data set, and so on. However, our guess is that the actual
market size may be far more than our estimation.

Answer to RQ6: We estimate the market size of the malicious
registration ecosystem sits at between US $4.8-128.1 million per
year. However, because we cannot cover all the data of these
services, this estimate is conservative. The actual market size is
bound to be much larger.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Implications

Bypass Types. According to the differences in workflows, there
are two major types among existing human-verification bypass
services: (1) The first type includes SMS receiving services and
IP proxy services, which collect a vast amount of phone numbers
and IPs to bypass the SMS verification and IP restrictions. (2) The
second type includes the CAPTCHA recognition services, which
solve the CAPTCHA by machine learning or labour. We believe
tracing phone number reuse and/or disrupting bypassingworkflows
could throttle these two bypass types.

Malicious Situations and Detection.Malicious situations are
manipulated by fake accounts, such as coupon collection, fake
ranking, fake comments and fake followers. Behaviour analysis
may help recognize these malicious situations.

Efforts and Developments Based on Our Findings. Accord-
ing to our findings, the following lists several actions can be used to
defend against the registration bots: (1) Based on the workflows of
bypassing services (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.2), developers can adopt
random SMS templates, deploy diverse CAPTCHA or even display
them randomly to disrupt the workflows. (2) Based on the reuse
mechanism (Sections 3.1.2) and short lifetime (Table. 2) of phone
numbers, we can track malicious registrations with the same phone
numbers across websites in a short period. (3) Our data collection
method (Sections 4.2.1) can help uncover some malicious phone
numbers before an attack’s registrations.

Accounts after Created. In this research, we aim to evaluate
whether different bypassing services can be used to automatically
create accounts on real-world websites. Keeping existing fake ac-
counts from behaviour detection is an orthogonal but interesting
research topic. In fact, account sellers can keep the automatically
created accounts alive from being detected using generated fake
activities. For example, in a social network, such as Facebook, the
account sellers can use fake avatars and background information
to disguise a fake account and then randomly send some posts
using this account to make it look like a regular account. Behaviour
and content analysis [10, 20, 45, 54] can also help detect these fake
accounts.

Implication to Software Engineers. We believe our research
is timely and vital to software engineers: (1) For the website devel-
opers, our work may help website development with more secure
registration strategies to defend against bypassing through the
methods we discussed above, such as disrupting the workflows of
registration bots. (2) Security engineers can upgrade their security
products by tracing the abnormal reuse of phone numbers among
different websites. (3) The testing engineers can challenge new soft-
ware testing procedures using combinations of bypassing services
to test the website registration strategy.
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6.2 Limitation
There are some limitations to our research. First, due to the lack of
discovery methods, it was difficult for us to cover all the anti-human
verification services, so there could be more of these services than
we know. Second, due to workload involved, we could not develop
automatic registration scripts to verify whether all websites could
be bypassed. This leaves open the idea that some websites may have
unique methods to prevent registration bots. Further, we could not
cover all the accounts registered by a phone number, so the esti-
mated market size may be far less than the reality. Lastly, because
of the rapid development of both the registration bots and website’s
security strategies, more and more methods are being invented and
used to protect account registration and to bypass it. This battle is
a continuous one between a thriving underground account regis-
tration ecosystem and besieged website administrators. Our results
only provide a snapshot of the current circumstances.

7 RELATEDWORK
7.1 CAPTCHA
Research on CAPTCHA has always been a hot spot in community
research.

Due to the widespread use of CAPTCHA, since its inception,
many attackers have looked to find ways to automatically identify
CAPTCHAs. Early on, attackers tried to use different program-
ming methods to attack CAPTCHAs with different schemes [8, 21,
22, 36–38, 47, 69, 70]. These methods placed high requirements
on the attacker. In recent years, many studies have tried to solve
CAPTCHAs with machine learning and particularly neural net-
works [9, 27, 41, 42, 73]. These CAPTCHA recognition methods
using neural networks pose a greater threat to CAPTCHA problems.

Other researchers are working the opposite side of the fence; they
are constantly trying to improve the strength of text CAPTCHAs
against the machine learning recognition models. The simplest
method is to add background noise to CAPTCHA pictures. Merged
characters and character distortion [8] make CAPTCHAs challeng-
ing. Further, to counter the great success of neural networkmethods
in CAPTCHA recognition, adversarial perturbations have also been
used [40, 44].

The above mentioned efforts on CAPTCHA differ from our re-
search in the following three aspects: (1) These previous approaches
only focus on CAPTCHA,whereaswe study thewhole underground
registration ecosystem. (2) Some of these works were done very
early even in 2011 or earlier. Moreover, most of them only cover
CAPTCHA in the text form, whereas we investigate up-to-date
types in recent few years (e.g. interactive and non-sense CAPTCHA).
(3) Some of these papers only test the CAPTCHA recognition tools
they proposed, whereas we evaluate the mainstream anti-human
verification services.

7.2 Detection of Social Bots
In addition to the use of human verification to defend against social
bots during registration, many websites are implementing detec-
tion methods for abusive accounts and Sybil accounts, which are
used in a Sybil attack [64]. These methods analyze account behav-
iors and the relationships between them. A number of research

activities lead to this development and many different methods
are used, such as behavior and content analysis [10, 20, 45, 54],
machine learning [15, 18, 29, 51], heuristics [48], social graph with
features [2, 6, 19, 24, 31, 34, 35, 39, 49, 53, 55, 68, 71, 72, 74, 75, 79, 80],
honeypot [30, 48, 72], probabilistic models [16] and action stream
models [56]. Leveraging program analysis (e.g., static analysis) is an-
other promising future direction to detect registration tools. Some
recent approaches [12, 13, 77] focus on machine-learning-based
static analysis to capture potential malicious behaviour and their
features can detect malicious families and recognise the resources
they used. As for the registration tools running on particular plat-
forms (e.g., Android), some approaches [50, 52, 78] in analyzing and
monitoring Android apps can help trace these registration tools on
that platform.

7.3 Online SMS Receiving Websites
There is also previous work [4] focusing on studying websites
receiving SMS messages/services which can be used to create ac-
counts. However, Our research scale and scope are more significant
and larger: (1) The SMS receiving websites in the previous work
provide much fewer phone numbers per day than SMS receiving
services in our work (hundreds V.S. tens of thousands on aver-
age in Table 2). (2) Unlike R1, our study also includes CAPTCHA
recognition services, IP proxy services and bypassing workflows by
combing these services from the perspective of real-world attackers
(Section 4.5).

8 CONCLUSION
With this paper, we undertook the first systematic study of un-
derground account registration bots and anti-human verification
services from an attacker’s perspective. We explored registration
security strategies and registration tools website providers use to
protect their sites, and we reviewed the tools malicious registrants
use to break through them. We unveiled the ecosystem in which
malicious registrants operate and conducted experiments with anti-
human verification services, confirming that most services can
easily bypass the verification mechanisms website providers put
in place. We further estimated the impact and market size of this
landscape finding that, conservatively, these malicious activities are
netting up to US $128 million per year. Our research results provide
a new perspective on registration bots and website registration
security. We believe that our research can inspire researchers to
focus more effort on website protection and human verification.
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